The DNA sequence of part of the late region of the polyoma virus genome is presented. This sequence of 1,348 nucleotide pairs encompasses the leader region for late mRNA and the coding sequence for the two minor capsid proteins VP2 and VP3. The coding sequence for the N-terminus of the major capsid protein overlaps the C-terminus of VP2/VP3 by 32 (22) and has provided the key to the elucidation of the general functional organization of the polyoma viral genome (13, 21). The DNA is a covalently closed circular molecule, contains about 5,290 nucleotide pairs, and can be divided functionally into regions containing early and late genes. Late in productive infection (that is, after onset of viral DNA replication) three mRNA species which sediment at 16S, 19S, and 18S appear in the cytoplasm of infected cells. These mRNA's contain coding information for the viral capsid proteins VP1, VP2, and VP3. Each mRNA consists of an untranslated leader region, a body (i.e., coding region), and a polyadenylated 3' terminus. A combination of genetic mapping (33), protein chemistry (26), mRNA mapping (30), and in vitro protein synthesis (44, 45) has enabled the organization of the late region to be established. Hybridization analysis (11, 31) indicated that there are intervening sequences between the 5' region and the body sequences on the physical map of the late genes. Figure 1 shows the overall relationship.
Polyoma virus, as well as simian virus 40 (SV40) and the human adenoviruses, has attracted much study at both biological and biochemical levels as a model system for understanding eucaryotic cellular functions in general and oncogenesis in particular. A physical map of polyoma virus DNA has been derived (22) and has provided the key to the elucidation of the general functional organization of the polyoma viral genome (13, 21) . The DNA is a covalently closed circular molecule, contains about 5,290 nucleotide pairs, and can be divided functionally into regions containing early and late genes. Late in productive infection (that is, after onset of viral DNA replication) three mRNA species which sediment at 16S, 19S, and 18S appear in the cytoplasm of infected cells. These mRNA's contain coding information for the viral capsid proteins VP1, VP2, and VP3. Each mRNA consists of an untranslated leader region, a body (i.e., coding region), and a polyadenylated 3' terminus. A combination of genetic mapping (33) , protein chemistry (26) , mRNA mapping (30) , and in vitro protein synthesis (44, 45) has enabled the organization of the late region to be established. Hybridization analysis (11, 31) indicated that there are intervening sequences between the 5' region and the body sequences on the physical map of the late genes. Figure 1 shows the overall relationship.
The strong similarity in the genomic organizations of polyoma virus and SV40 (13) the suggestion that these viral species originated from a common ancestor. Heteroduplex analysis of the two viral DNAs (8) has indicated that the strongest sequence homology occurs in the region around the N-terminus of VP1 on both DNAs. In SV40, the C-terminus of the VP2/VP3 gene overlaps the N-terminus of the VP1 gene by 122 nucleotides, and two coding reading frames are used (5, 9, 37) . This has led to speculation that the same may be true of polyoma virus and that the overlap may have placed severe evolutionary constraints on the DNA (35) , thus conserving the sequence in this region of the two viruses.
As a step toward obtaining a more detailed understanding of the structural organization of the polyoma viral genome in relation to its biological function and its evolutionary relationship to other papovaviruses, we sequenced the DNA. This report presents the sequence of the part of the late region of polyoma virus DNA which specifies the leader sequence of late mRNA's and the coding sequence for VP2, VP3, and the N-terminus of VP1. The sequence indicated that, contrary to expectation, the overlap regions of the late genes appear not to have been subjected to a severe constraint during evolution.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Polyoma virus DNA. The A2 strain of polyoma virus (14) was plaque purified twice on secondary mouse embryo cells. A single large plaque isolate was used to make virus stocks by standard methods (21) . DNA for sequence analysis was prepared from a Hirt extract (27) of infected 3T6 cells by previously published procedures (12, 22) .
Enzymes. All restriction enzymes were prepared by standard methods (38 (1) , except in the case of TaqI and BclI, when 65°C was used. The reaction mixture was phenol extracted, and the DNA was precipitated with ethanol. The fragments were then labeled at their 3' ends by using T4 polymerase and one a-3P-labeled deoxyribonucleoside triphosphate in the presence of the three other deoxyribonucleoside triphosphates unlabeled (to minimize spurious labeling), as described previously (2) . In some cases the fragments were labeled at their 5' ends using polynucleotide kinase and [y-)2P]ATP as described by Maxam and Gilbert (32) .
AJl "2P-labeled triphosphates were obtained from the Radiochemical Centre, Amersham, England.
Labeled fragments were separated by electrophoresis on 5% polyacrylamide gels (7) by using E buffer (42) , and they were eluted either electrophoretically or by crushing and soaking (32) .
To separate the labeled ends, the fragments were usually recleaved by a second restriction enzyme, and the subfragments were separated by electrophoresis on a 5 or 10% polyacrylamide gel; in some instances the two strands of the fragments were separated by denaturation and electrophoresis (32) . The DNA fragments were eluted as described above and sequenced as described by Maxam and Gilbert (32) . Polyacrylamide (20 Figure 2 shows the restriction enzyme map of this region and indicates the strategy used to derive the final sequence, which is given in Fig. 3 .
The sequence from positions 1 to 289 is believed to be a noncoding region (see below). A few unusual structural features which could form control signals are present. The sequence from position 1 through position 28 is probably part of the viral origin of DNA replication and has been discussed previously (48) . There is a decanucleotide palindrome at positions 24 (Fig. 3) FIG. 3 . DNA sequence of the region of polyoma virus strain A2 shown in Fig. 2 . The junction of HpaII fragments 5 and 3 is arbitrarily symmetrically divided and taken as the zero point. In keeping with the convention adopted for the early region, which has the same zero point (48) , the nucleotide numbers in this paper are all negative, but for convenience the minus sign has been omitted. The sequence designated early strand has the same polarity as late mRNA (29) . HpaII and HaeIII recognition sites are underlined and are designated 17/14, etc., according to the appropriate junctions on the physical map (20, 22) . The initiation sites for the three late proteins VP1, VP2, and VP3 are also underlined. (In sequence studies carried out after submission of this manuscript, it was discovered that the sequence at position 88 should be TT, instead of T. This is in a noncoding part of the genome.) 20 Ha.e1 16/4 609 sis showed that the 19S message codes for VP2 (45) which, as shown by peptide mapping, shares common sequences with VP3 (24) . Similarly, the 16S message was shown to code for the structurally distinct major capsid protein, VP1. Subsequently, Siddell and Smith (44) showed that a third messenger species, 18S, codes for VP3. Examination of the appropriate areas of the DNA sequence for potential ATG initiation codons followed by long, in-phase stretches of uninterrupted coding sequence suggested that the ATG at positions 290 to 292 could be the initiation codon for VP2 and that the ATG at positions 635 to 637 could initiate VP3. The ATG at positions 1,218 to 1,220 seemed a likely initiator for VP1. Comparison with sequences from SV40 (9, 37) suggested also that these might be the initiation points for translation. However, fmal proof was provided by aligning the partial Nterminal amino acid sequences of VP1, VP2, and VP3 synthesized in vitro (25) with the amino acid sequences predicted from the DNA sequence. This correspondence is shown in Fig. 4 . In SV40, the N-terminal alanine of mature VP1 is immediately preceded by an ATG codon. However, another ATG occurs two codons before this (9) , and, at least in vitro, this latter codon is used as the initiator (A. Mellor London, England, 1977) .
A comparison between the nucleotide and amino acid sequences of VP2/VP3 of polyoma virus and the sequences of VP2/VP3 of SV40 is shown in Fig. 6 . It is apparent that the hydrophobic N-terminal region of VP2 is quite highly conserved in the two viruses. whereas 35% of the amino acids are homologous. If, however, conservative amino acid changes are scored as homologous (e.g., valine to leucine), then this figure becomes 56%. Another feature which probably serves to maintain the overall conformation and spatial arrangement of the charged groups in the protein molecule, but which does not score in the linear comparison described above, is the occasional appearance of amino acid inversions; e.g., in SV40 VP2, AlaGlu at positions 27 and 28 ( Fig. 6 ) reads Glu-Ala in polyoma virus. Moreover, the same codons are used in the specification of these amino acids. A similar phenomenon occurs within VP3 at positions 130 and 131 and, nearer its C-terminus, at positions 193 and 194. It is noteworthy that of the 115 amino acids unique to VP2 (that is, not found in VP3), over one-half have aliphatic side chains (alanine, glycine, isoleucine, leucine, methionine, and valine). The hydrophobicity of this region is also increased by the presence of tryptophan (one residue), phenylalanine (two residues), and tyrosine (two residues). The N-terminal region of VP2 in SV40 is characterized by a very high alanine content. In polyoma virus the preponderance is not so acute, there being only 14 alanine residues, compared with 28 in SV40. Hydrophobic N-terminal regions are often found in precursors of proteins intended for secretion through membranes. In these proteins the hydrophobic signal sequence is subsequently processed away by proteolytic cleavage. As far as is known, however, polyoma virus VP2 maintains its hydrophobic N-terminus when it is incorporated as a viral structural protein. It may be that the long hydrophobic tail of VP2 is associated with some anchoring function onto cellular membranes.
The central portion of VP2 (i.e., from the start of VP3 onward) is of much more average amino acid composition. The homology with SV40 progressively decreases and then suddenly increases toward the C-terminus, which is quite basic. (Three of the four lysines found in VP2 occur in the last six residues.) When the proteins are aligned to maximize homology, the C-terminus of SV40 VP2/VP3 continues 28 amino acids beyond the termination of polyoma virus VP2/ VP3 and is significantly more basic. It has been suggested (5) that the basic tail of SV40 VP2/ VP3 may be involved in interaction with DNA during virion maturation. The same could also apply to the polyoma virus proteins. From amino acid 266 to the end of polyoma virus VP2, there is a high degree of homology with SV40. A total of 64% of the amino acids are identical; when conservative substitutions are counted, this figure is 73%. This is indeed a remarkable degree of homology (Fig. 6) . The DNAs show 62% homology.
The TAA termination codon for VP2/VP3 occurs at positions 1,247 to 1,249, and the initiation codon for VP1 lies at positions 1,218 to 1,220. Thus, there is an out-of-phase overlap of 32 nucleotide pairs between the C-terminal end of the VP2/VP3 gene and the N-terminal end of the VP1 gene. This is in contrast to SV40, which has a larger overlap between the two genes (122 nucleotides) (5, 9, 37).
Electron microscopic examination of heteroduplexes between polyoma virus and SV40 DNAs revealed a single region of relatively strong homology between the two species, which was located at 47 to 52 map units in polyoma virus and 0.93 to 0.98 map units in SV40 (8) . In SV40 this area includes the 122-nucleotide pair overlap between VP2/VP3 and VP1. It has been argued that since in the overlap region any mutation in one gene would also affect the other, this would impose a severe evolutionary constraint to conserve this region and thus explain the observed homology (9, 35) . However, it was found that the overlap region in polyoma virus consists of only 32 nucleotide pairs, and when the sequences of polyoma virus and SV40 DNAs were aligned (47), the region of polyoma viral DNA which corresponded to the SV40 overlap region showed only very limited homology. Therefore, in this case the presence of overlapping genes does not appear to restrict severely evolutionary divergence.
A similar alignment of polyoma virus and SV40 sequences near the C-termini of the large-T antigens and the VP1 species reveals a much stronger homology than that seen near the Cterminus of VP2/VP3 (47, 48) . Therefore, at present we cannot understand why the experimental observation placed the maximum homology in the overlap region.
Almost all possible codons are used in the specification of VP2/VP3 (the exceptions being VOL. 33 37, 39) , the frequency of usage of different coin the sequence, and the CCG proline codon). As dons which specify the same amino acid appears has been observed in other systems (9, 18, 34 , to be nonrandom (Fig. 7) virus VP2/VP3 the bias toward certain codons quently (49) . It is, however, found in the coding and against others is not as dramatic as that sequence for VP2/VP3. Wrhereas codons for serfound, for example, in SV40 VP2/VP3. An ex-ine, proline, threonine, and alanine show a strong amination of the three possible reading frames bias against the NCG triplet, 7 of the 19 arginine reveals that the three termnination codons occur codons were found to be CGN (Fig. 7) . However, with about equal frequency. the overall distribution of CG (i.e., in both coding Polyoma virus DNA, as well as the DNA of and noncoding frames) appears to be nonranmany other mammalian viruses, contains the dom. For example, from the junction of HpaII OG dinucleotide sequence relatively infre-fragmnents 5 (31) . Moreover, it has been found that each species of polyoma viral late mRNA contains multiple cap structures (11) . These structural features of the messages were mapped between 66 and 71 map units on the polyoma virus genome, which roughly corresponds to the first 267 nucleotides in the sequence given (Fig.  3) .
Four large Ti RNase oligoribonucleotides from the reiterated leader region have been characterized and partially sequenced (31) . Examination of the appropriate region of the DNA sequence allows the leader sequence (as defined by the four Ti oligonucleotides) to be located within a continuous stretch, from nucleotide positions 226 to 273 (Fig. 8) (31) , whereas the DNA sequence predicts n = 2.
The interesting possibility arises that splices involved in the generation of late mRNA's occur at this point in such a fashion that RNA molecules containing a stretch of adenine residues longer than that found in the DNA are produced. For this to occur and for the rule which says that intervening sequences (that is, those removed during splicing) contain GT at their 5' ends and AG at their 3' ends to be obeyed, (the so-called GT-AG rule [4, 15] ) requires the sequence AGAG at the 3' splicing junction. S1 gel mapping studies suggest that splicing junctions occur around nucleotides at positions 200, 580, and 1,150 (28) (4, 16, 17) , but the sequence can be correlated with Si mapping data. A more recent correlation of accumulated splicing data has led to a consensus sequence of YYNYAG/ for 3' junctions (41) , and the sequence between positions 210 and 215 is in general accord with this. Moreover, the sequences of these regions are found to be remarkably similar to those found in a leader-to-leader splice in the late region of SV40 (16) . However, the final proof of splicing junctions in polyoma virus late mRNA's must await sequence studies of the messengers themselves.
In a separate study, Legon (30a) 33, 1980 base pairing associations are also possible close to the initiation codons for the polyoma virus early proteins (48) , and, as shown in an accompanying paper, they are possible, but not probable, in the case of the major capsid protein, VP1 (47) . In the latter case, the leader sequence itself may supply the sequence for base pairing associations.
In their study of the capping of late polyoma viral mRNA's, Flavell et al. (11) found eight cap I and four cap II structures at the 5' ends of the three late messages. These 12 sequences can be accommodated within the first 105 nucleotides nearest the VP2 initiation codon, the region which also encompasses the leader (Fig. 8) . Thus, this stretch of sequence (nucleotides 185 through 292 [ Fig. 8]) defines the minimum region of the genome which is required to accommodate all of the structural features found to date within the 5'-terminal regions of the three polyoma late mRNA's.
Subsequently, Flavell et al. (10) identified in late mRNA's large, capped Ti oligonucleotides which probably arise from the DNA sequence immediately preceding position 215. This defines the termini of a staggered set of capped mRNA species which have the 5' sequences GA-CAUUUUC, ACAUUUUC, and AUUUUC (Fig. 8) .
Single-stranded nuclease (Si) mapping studies have shown that the leader region is spliced onto the bodies of the messages for VP3 (18S) and VP1 (16S) somewhere in the region of positions 580 and 1,150, respectively (28) (i.e., about 55 to 75 nucleotides before the initiation codons [ Fig. 3]) . From the DNA sequence, good candidates for splice junctions which can lead to functional mRNA's appear as follows: for 18S, 5' -TCAA/GTAAGT (269-278) ....CCCTAG/ GA-3' (579-586) and for 16S, 5'-TCAA/ GTAACT (269-278) ....TTCTAG/GG-3' (1164-1171). These sequences are in good agreement with current ideas about sequences which specify splicing in RNAs (see above) and with the S1 mapping data. Moreover, Seif et al. (41) point out that in a large number of cases examined to date, no AG dinucleotide sequence occurs within the 13 nucleotides which precede the AG at the 3' side of the intervening sequence. In the sequences considered here, this is also the case. If these hypotheses are correct, then in the mRNA for VP3 (18S) the 3' end of the splice occurs 50 nucleotides before the initiation codon, and in the mRNA for VP1 (16S) it occurs 48 nucleotides before the initiation codon. It has been observed (D. Hogness, unpublished data) that the canonical sequence TATAAATA occurs about 23 nucleotides before the base which specifies the capped 5' end in many eucaryotic mRNA's. Moreover, it has been suggested that this sequence could be the eucaryotic equivalent of the procaryotic "Pribnow box" (36) . Examination of the appropriate region of polyoma virus DNA reveals only one sequence which resembles the "Hogness box," that is, TAATTAAAAG at positions 134 to 143 (Fig. 8) . This is 53 to 56 nucleotides before the three capped 5' ends previously identified (10) . This sequence is very similar to the TATAAAAG sequence found in adenovirus 2 DNA (51). In the noncoding sequence of the polyoma virus early region (48), the sequence TATAATTA has been found to occur 45 nucleotides away from the initiation codon of early mRNA's (at position 173). In confirmation of a possible significance for this sequence (R. Kamen, personal communication), the 5' end of an early mRNA has been mapped at about position 150. However, it is too soon to say whether these sequences play any role in transcription.
In their studies on the sequence of BK virus 
